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BY QUINN WILSON
“To think that Ford is moving its small car division is a disgrace. It's disgraceful. It's disgraceful that our politicians allow them to get away with it. It really is.”

SOURCE: ABC News

My daughter Ivanka has been treated so unfairly by @Nordstrom. She is a great person -- always pushing me to do the right thing! Terrible!

SOURCE: CNN

As an example of the power structure I'm fighting, AT&T is buying Time Warner and thus CNN, a deal we will not approve in my administration because it's too much concentration of power in the hands of too few.”
Short Term Projections

- Negative Initial Effects
- Recovery to normal
- No Long-term Effects
First Case – Nordstrom


DateListPlot[TimeSeriesWindow[(nordstrom-nordstromtweet)/nordstromtweet, {{2017, 2, 8}, {2017, 2, 15}}]]

48 Hour Change: 2.46%  As of April 10th: 3.27%
Following Suit

48 Hour: 4.62%  April 10th: -2.47%

48 Hour: -2.57%  April 10th: 4.39%

48 Hour: 0.11%  April 10th: 17.67%
“As an example of the power structure I’m fighting, AT&T is buying Time Warner and thus CNN, a deal we will not approve in my administration because it’s too much concentration of power in the hands of too few.”

SOURCE: CNN

48 Hour: −5.31%  April 10th: 4.84%

48 Hour: −3.68%  April 10th: 6.17%

48 Hour: 9.68%  April 10th: 22.09%
"To think that Ford is moving its small car division is a disgrace. It's disgraceful. It's disgraceful that our politicians allow them get away with it. It really is."

SOURCE: ABC News

48 Hour: −0.23%  April 10th: −4.7%

48 Hour: −0.49%  April 10th: 27.1291

48 Hour: 0.54%  April 10th: 52.13%
48 Hour: 1.21%  April 10th: 36.46%

I would go right now to Carrier and I would say, 'I am gonna work awfully hard. You're gonna make air conditioners now in Mexico. You're gonna get all of these 1,400 people that are being laid off—— they're laid off. They were crying. They were—— it's a very sad situation.'

SOURCE: CBS News

Wow, Twitter, Google and Facebook are burying the FBI criminal investigation of Clinton. Very dishonest media!

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

Follow

48 Hour: −0.23%  April 10th: −4.7%
Results

- T-Value Short: 0.545 - Keep Null Hypothesis
- T-Value Present: 2.22 - Reject Null Hypothesis
Results
Adjusting for Market Cap
Normalizing

\[
(\text{company market kcap/market kcap Sum})*(\text{stock value})
\]